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Report on “Resume Writing Workshop ” 
 

 
Date:  03rd June 2021 to 12th June 2021 

Time: 15:00 hrs to 16:00hrs (Mon to Saturday) 

Venue:   Online – Google meet  

Faculty Name: Ms.Sarah Mathew & Ms. Pooja  Sarvaiya  

No. of Students 
attended:   217 

Organized by:   Training & Placement Department 

 

 

Objective: 
To help our students to better assess themselves while compiling their resume for Internships or Job 
Placements. The functional structure is ideal for those beginning new careers, such as recent college graduates, 
who want to show that they have the necessary skills and talent even if they lack relevant job experience. The 
aim was to transform the student resume into a powerful tool that would help them get the employers 
attention. 

Topics Covered: 
 

 To write a resume with a suitable format. 
 Exam of skills that van be mentioned in the resume.  
 Profile Building. 
 To be able to write a targeted personal profile and Cover letter.  
 Who is the suitable person to act as a reference. 

 

Benefits to the College through this session: 
 Guidance to the student without cost. 
 Students will be using the Training and placement department for any queries related to the resume 

instead of using software’s that make one format for all . 
 More Student interaction given the absence of a traditional classroom set up.



 

 

 
 

Workshop Photos (Each session has also been Recorded) 



 

 

Participant attendance:  

 

First name Last name First name Last name First name Last name 

megha agarwal Mansi Deo Allister Gomes 

rakshit bangera Vaibhav Lad mohd faizan ahmad 

anuj bhavsar Gangaraj Madas Tiwari Anuj 

sahil bhosle Yash Mane nikesh badod 

dev chauhan Shraddha Pradhan atmaram bagwe 

Mahima Chauhan Sahil Sawant Mangesh Bandale 

ashay chavan Shubham Shekhar aryan banerjee 

caroline d'souza Ashwab Shetty gautam chavan 

carolann dcosta Akanksha Shetye vaishnavi chavhan 

vighnesh diwale Sadia Sk harshvardhan dalvi 

Mark Dsouza soham chavan mandar deshpande 

leon fernandes Swamin Dandge vighnesh diwale 

anuja gawas Manthan Jalera faisal ghori 

niyati hajare Kiran Karande chinmay kadam 

Niyati Hajare Nayab Memon srikanth karwa 

malaika ibrahimpurkar Shirin Mhatre kaustubh kaslay 

Varun Jadhav alen moolamkuzhiyil Numair khan 

manish jaiswal Ishan Poojari Ayesha Khan 

eshan jangid Krutika Tamore gandhar khanvilkar 

siddhant kadam siddhesh nikam faizal khatik 

pratik kamath amrita panchal nishant khot 

anushka kamath Amrita Panchal ashwin kounder 

shriram kaneri sakshi parab janhavi lonkar 

sonali kelkar Sakshi Parab Sarah Mathew 

irfanhussain khatri shreyas parakal navnath melekar 

samir khetle faisalkhan pathan vishal mengu 

sahil kini bhakti patil falguni mondal 

abhishek koli tejas patil alicia moraes 

Sarah Mathew preetam patra sudhanshu more 

ishani perinjelil pratik pawar malavika nair 

cyrus rodrigues kyle pereira Subodh Palkar 

Anjana Sen branda poojari pooja pandalai 

arya shukla dhwaj ramaiya arman parmar 

aman singh atul ranpise chirag patil 

mohd qasim ansari ozwin rodrigues dakshata patil 

aryaa kotian neha salian saish patil 

nishant kumar Anjana Sen Siddhesh Phad 

omkar lad umer shaikh pouras pirankar 

floyd 
leonardo menezes zeeshan shaikh Training Placement 

shriya mithbavkar hitesh sharma Jayanendra Pratap 

pratik mondkar sadiq sheikh rhea puri 

gokulraaj mudaliar shekhar shetty pranit rane 

shubham nagda abdullah siddique sohamraj salvi 

harsimran naik gaurav singh sahil sawant 

vivek naik namita sopte hasan askarte sayed 

aaryan negi nihar surve yusuf shaikh 
 
 



 

 

First name Last name First name Last name First name Last name 

Trupti Adiwale yashasvi tiwari Khushi Shetty 

kudaskar aryan bethia valladares Siddhesh Shetty 

AJIT BALASUBRAMANIAN viraj varvatkar ankita shinde 

Ajit Balasubramanian tejas veer simran singh 

yash bhandari shweta tondse tanuj singh 

tejas bhogle Riddhi Udmale arjun sonawane 

jay chavan jash vora tanaya taroo 

ichhit dandkar atharva yadav rohit thakur 

Sanika Develekar Ayush Yadav Rano Vishwakarma 

vedant dhamankar maithilee joshi aditya vora 

eric dsouza Sayali Kadam kunal nirmal 

travis fernandes Vedika Kadam vighnesh padma 

prince-lee ferreira harshal kotian harsh parmar 

siddharth gandhi bhargav kulkarni mohd adil patel 

ninad gaud Nupoor Kulkarni khushi pawar 

sahil gavas Viraj Madhar anushka pillay 

Darshan Gupta chetty melvin sairaj rampure 

aayush hande gujar nachiket umesh rana 

sunil jaiswal anushka singh siddhanth sushil 

claressa james mahesh singh hardhad tare 

cyrus rodrigues anand suresh     

mohamad 
adnan shaikh         

sanket shinge         

priya shivdas         
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ms. Sarah Mathew & Ms. Pooja Sarvaiya                                                                                Joseph Furtado 

    (Training & Placement Department)                                                                                         (Principal) 
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